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✓Our mission is to meet all of your well and production exploratory research needs
and to minimize your expenses by doing the research for you and by providing you with our
unique and 100% tailored Petro Data Miner Reports (PDM) focused only on informational categories
you are interested in.

✓We have developed proprietary tools which allows us to cut down on research time and maximize the accuracy
of the information displayed in the Petro Data Miner Reports. This allows us to keep the Petro Data Miner services
cost effective, data processing at maximum efficiency, and our reports focused precisely on the results you need the most.

✓Petro Data Miner offers unique data research based on a large number of unique identifiers (such as operator, field, well info,
various production values, well depths, well status, and many others) custom built into our Well & Production Reports to meet all
of your demands and needs through nearly limitless report customization options.
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✓We data mine various commercial and state Oil and Gas databases and process over
100 different data categories to deliver unmatched wealth of Well and Production data
options to our clients.

✓To keep up-to-date with changes in your areas of interest we provide on-demand Report Updates, and we
tailor them to any additional requests including new categories of data or new key report identifiers.

✓ Our Petro Data Miner Reports include custom built maps for enhanced visual presentation of well information
as well various map layers which provide even greater focus and depth to the information you ask for.

✓Our goal is to provide you with information of the highest accuracy and we do this by cross-referencing
all of our raw data across all available and relevant Commercial and State or Federal sources.
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✓We are spearheading Oil and Gas on-demand data mining, processing,
and analysis by adding new types of reports and developing new systems
to make the process faster and leaner, and our findings detailed and accurate.

✓ PDM development team has had more than 15 years of database development and success
with mining and analyzing large amounts of production and leasehold data and creating databases,
custom maps, and on-demand reports.

✓Petro Data Miner is a subsidiary of BBLS and we have over three decades of success and experience in the industry, as well as
resources and skills to be a perfect solution for your production research needs.

✓Petro Data Miner’s connection to BBLS is another great benefit to you as we can perform many complementary and follow-up
services such as Due Diligence, Abstracting, Curative, and Leasing, just to name a few. Visit us @ www.bradleybroussard.com, or
give us a call at 337.233.3428 to find out more.
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